INDOSAT SUCCESSFULLY OBTAINED ADDITIONAL 3G
SPECTRUM
Jakarta, September 8, 2009 – PT Indosat Tbk (“Indosat” or the “Company”) announced
that after the issuance of Ministerial Decree of Communication and Information Number:
268/KEP/M.KOMINFO/9/2009, the Company has successfully obtained blocks set an
additional 5MHz allocation of radio frequency bands for cellular mobile network providers
IMT-2000 radio frequency bands 2.1 GHz. The Company was granted an additional
allocation of radio frequency bands block in the frequency range 1955 - 1960 MHz paired
with 2145 - 2150 MHz.
“We are very happy to receive this additional 3G spectrum that will enable Indosat to
increase capacity, improve service quality and continue expanding coverage of our
wireless broadband services with current significantly increasing demand", said Harry
Sasongko, President Director & CEO of Indosat.
About Indosat
Indosat is a well known Indonesian provider for telecommunication and Information, providing cellular services (Mentari,
Matrix & IM3), Fixed Telecommunication services or Fixed Voice Services (as SLI services that are SLI 001, SLI 009 and
FlacCall 01015, fixed wireless services of StarOne and I-Phone). Indosat also provides fixed data services (MIDI) with sister
companies that is Indosat Mega Media (IM2) and Lintasarta and satellite services. Indosat also provides 3.5G cellular
services with HSDPA technology. Indosat shares is listed in Jakarta Stock Exchange and Surabaya Stock Exchange
(JSC:ISAT) and shares in from of American Depository Shares are listed in New York Stock Exchange (NYSE:IIT)
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Disclaimer :
This document contains certain financial information and results of operation, and may also contain certain projections,
plans, strategies, and objectives of Indosat, that are not statements of historical fact which would be treated as forward
looking statements within the meaning of applicable law. Forward looking statements are subject to risks and uncertainties
that may cause actual events and Indosat's future results to be materially different than expected or indicated by such
statements. No assurance can be given that the results anticipated by Indosat, or indicated by any such forward looking
statements, will be achieved.
This document is not an offer of securities for sale in the United States. Securities may not be offered or sold in the United
States absent registration or an exemption from registration. Any public offering of securities to be made in the United
States will be made by means of an offering circular that may be obtained from the Company and will contain detailed
information about the Company and management, as well as financial statements. The Company does not intend to
register any part of the offering in the United States.

